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Distance learning provider to 170,000 undergraduates and taught postgraduates

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Unique institution – largest provider of UG PT education – 50 years of distance learning expertiseBut no UG or Taught PG on campus so none of the social fabric of a traditional UniversityNot so well known c. 900 PGRs: some based off campus and need some online connection, and 250 (largely International and STEM) may need on campus social activitiesDiverse group in terms of programme (PhD/Prof Doc), school/Faculty, mode of study, lab-based or not, past experience, age
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But also supporting a postgraduate research community of nearly 900 students

Total PGRs (850)

Affiliated Research Centre 
(200)

Part-time (350) Prof Docs (110)

Part-time PhD (240)

Full-time (300)

Off-campus (60)

Student Route (90)

On campus (150)

450 off campus

250 on campus
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Campus and events pre-pandemic – normal attendance c. 40 PGRs

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Large but out-of-the-way and inaccessible PGR common roomEventsWeekly coffee and monthly evening socials.Big socials: Inductions, Poster competition, bake your research but all staff organised. Student-led events like PubPhD were successful but fizzled out40-60 PGRs in attendance
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During pandemic – an online pantomime

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Pantomime – how strange and wonderful things got online.During pandemic, everything moved online and became weekly.Part-time PGRs felt included – the democracy of one box one person.Pub quizzes, Bake Your Research/Poster Competition celebrated online. Less successful: Cookalong.
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Challenges and opportunities – post pandemic

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Academics not coming backPGRs encouraged to come backBars closedHidden communitiesReplenishing communities post-pandemicOpportunities:Community OrganisersWell fundedNew common room
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We needed community organisers!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We decided to advertise for PGRs who could take the role of community organisers1 day a month – although we’re still defining how to ensure that this is realisticSahil and Lauren both had great ideas to give online and offline PGRs the chance to socialise and get other PGRs involvedBenefit from on-the-ground and investedness
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ME

The Open University
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University 
Social 
Events
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Dragon Boat Race

Summer Party

Happy Times
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From This

To This
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Photography Competition – 35 Entrants

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
AsynchronousBridged the gap between those on campus and those notGot us started as we emerged from the pandemic and began to resume campus life
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Summer Party with Over 70 Attendees

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Variety of activities to keep a very diverse group of students happy – food and drink, outdoor games, karaoke, dancing and plenty of space to chill.  Over 70 students from across the uni, normal numbers for similar events would be 40 maximum.  Different cultures were evident and celebrated.  
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Friday Night Drinks

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In the PGR common room, weekly, student-led, byo drinks and snacks, play games, eat, drink, chat, watch sport etc.  Mix of disciplines, ages, backgrounds with a common aim to chill out at the end of a busy week!  
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Charity Dragon Boat Race – 15 Crew Members and Many more supporters!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Grad school funded, great team and community building experience, everyone who showed an interest was invited to training, those who remained interested were in the crew, huge support crew as well and created some interdisciplinary connections and friendships that probably wouldn't have happened otherwise.  The success rippled through the PGR community and there's been a significant increase in interest in our social events since.  
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Halloween Scavenger Hunt - 40 in person and 12 online attendees
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Bake Your Research

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So, what’s next for us? Well, we have our ever popular ‘Bake Your Research’ event later this month which provides a super interactive way of talking about your research through a show-stopping bake and draws a large crowd of students and curious staff and really showcases the fun, supportive PGR community that we have. 
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PRES 2023

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Next year, we’ll have the PRES survey. In 2021, we came 6th for Student Satisfaction but in the open comments we also saw students reporting a lack of structured opportunities to connect with peers and discuss their research – next year we hope to see less of this come through in the survey as a result of the community building work that Lauren and Sahil have done. 
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Interdisciplinary collaboration

Fun in Learning screenshot

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We also hope to see more interdisciplinary collaboration! The students who made this YouTube video are from different faculties but forged a connection through our weekly coffee mornings and won the multimedia category of our poster competition this summer. We want to see more of this, both socially and academically. (50 words)
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What questions do we still have?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Are we reaching everyone? The right people?Is mental health improving? How do we measure this?What does the future hold for our campus?What will PGR life look like in the longer term? Thanks for listening and we’d love to hear any questions you have.



THANK YOU
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Abstract

With nearly 900 Postgraduate Research Students registered in the UK and across the globe, the 
Open University faces unique challenges, and benefits from various opportunities to foster an 
active research culture and build community amongst PGRs. Our PGR student body is split almost 
evenly into full-time and part-time students and 10% have a declared disability. Despite popular 
belief, the OU has a beautiful, accessible campus that is home to our full-time PGRs (including 
many international students).

In the later stages of the pandemic our online PGR community was well-developed and facilitated 
on Microsoft Teams. As our Milton Keynes-based students gradually returned to campus, the OU 
Graduate School was searching for a means to maintain and further develop student community in-
person, online and to experiment with hybrid delivery of social functions. Enter our PGR 
Community Organisers, two students formally engaged by the University to lead on 
interdisciplinary community-building events. Working with Graduate School staff, our Community 
Organisers have been tasked with holding a mixture of synchronous and asynchronous events 
locally and virtually.

The main aim behind this initiative is to enhance peer support by developing an inclusive and 
friendly community of postgraduate researchers. This is crucial for the wellbeing of students, 
especially during doctoral studies where there is potential for significant academic pressures.

Our Community Organisers help immensely here. As involved students on campus as well as online, 
they can leverage personal networks and communicate informally with pre-established school-level 
communities. We are still learning but are finding that community events led by students, for 
students are encouraging more participation. We hope to see more interdisciplinary research 
collaboration happening as a result and, of course, an increase in students reporting better mental 
health and wellbeing as well as higher satisfaction with their postgraduate research experience. 
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